SPOTLIGHT

Fever Over, Bee Gees Return
by Machgiel Bakker
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tramp, once a leading band in

the genre of elaborate rock,
something that is not so hip

u.

anymore now employ their talents to develop a straighter,
more mainstream pop sound
with jazzy moments, wrapped
in distinctive, transparent pro-

F"

'

They would never play A in the

album sleeve is the central theme of A&M's marketing
campaign which will including posters, streamers, mobiles and kites. In addition, the first run of the LP will be
done in four different colours.
On the new album, Super- ductions by the band them -
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The Very Best Of Hot Chocolate -pc
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never gone into the charts.

that 10 years ago would have

Braque painting a bird, as printed on the cover of Super tramp's new LP Free As A Bird, appropriate to the contents of the latter. The word 'Bird' in the title seems to be
the only link and explanation. However, this bird on the

Hot Chocolate
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"

Gees have not rested on their

States because it is not very
hip and it doesn't crack CHR
(Contemporary Hit Radio). It
all sounds very tried and constructed," says Robin.
Allthough he likes Pet

Shop Boys and Sting,

he

them you will not enter the Billboard charts. If you score only
on AC (Adult Contemporary),

that doesn't pull any weight."
But Robin should not be too
bothered about You Win
Again - at press time it was se-

cond highest entry in our Hot

100 Singles and making a
very good move in the European Airplay Top 50.

make sense to open a 'spotlight' on Supertramp with
that line? No, it doesn't. Neither is an old photograph of

Auf Dem Weg Zu ChM.

96 a

CalrAltt.

important to appear on the
CHR listings, if you don't get

prefer the American

by Pieter de Bruyn Kops

'dorg,l2TeZs°01,!.r.,

teleraggnePggrgen-iela

OP. Thehgow=et.12,,t.,,,Di.

the current no 1 in the UK
(Rick Astley's Never Gonna
Give You Up), a record like

and count as

I

nce upon a time, the famous French cubist painter
%,/ Georges Braque (1882-1963) was in his bird period
and so he painted a bird. That made sense. But does it

Roland Kaiser

e

some of the most enduring
song writers of today. In the
six years since their last album Living Eyes, the Bee

always

Supertramp Move Into
The 'Machine Age'
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instant reading of what's happening. In America it is very

not
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close harmonies - not many
groups can say that. Look at

says Robin hastily, sounding
almost offended. Their achie-

rtigisrl Down- Einl...
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system which gives you an

some 50 singles, all of cords.

vements in the last few years
include: Barbara Streisand's
Guilty album which featured
songs written by the Bee

57 °I
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we became famous for our

thered. We, however, went on
writing songs for other artists,"

"'"'".°
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record.

Bee Gees have released

Bridge Of Spies -sere.
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hard to keep track of your

bands these days hardly sing;

van de Vooren)
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with

much enthusiasm: "Lots of

although

Robin Gibb (Photo by Chris

Forever- f.rn

and Radio & Records. Atter
carefully checking M&M (is-

spanning

career

Fleetwood Mac did not
an album for five
years but they weren't bo-

87 Li. tentsinr Goldman

sue 38), to see if their You Win

the music industry very closely and Robin regularly reads
trade papers like Billboard

nearly as many years. The

release

Kool 8 The Gang
0

Voyager) and Maurice was involved in film scores.

happening, everybody is copying each other.
All three Bee Gees follow
fantastic

Again single was making European impact, he commented: "The situation here in Europe is very diversified and it's

laurels.

Squeeze
Babylon And On me

ived from the 50s and 609:
"There is not really anything

The Bee Gees still follow

,-,,

E.m.
Dournen,
.,..---

thinks the 80s are just a mishmash, with all the music der-

tion, which was top 5 in Europe; plus songwriting and/or
production credits on Dionne
Warwick's Heartbreaker and
Kenny Rogers & Dolly Par ton's Islands In The Stream.
The brothers have also been
busy individually: Robin and
Barry both released solo LPs
(Walls Have Eyes and Now

the pap scene very closely

tant quality,
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Gees; a Barry Gibb production, Diana Ross' Chain Reac-

co act.. Their latest album
E.S.P is their 25th in a long
recording
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It would be very unfart indeed
to pin the band down as a dis-
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B.c. Willis
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film - they certainly do not want to be solely associated
with the era of the advent and burgeoning of disco.

TeiSA7-'47eyGreatest Hits..

Michel Sardou
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pleased with the image that the movie gave them. "I
never liked the film - I wish it had never come out," is
Robin Gibb's immediate reaction. Presumably, the
three Gibb brothers did not have much to do with the
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bum of all time. The Bee Gees, however, are not at all

GI,
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day Night Fever topped the charts all over the
world and became the biggest selling soundtrack al-
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The Bee Gees reached the height of their success
in 1977 when the soundtrack of the movie Satur-
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has changed album -wise it's

a big change 'Brother' was
very acoustically based - that
is

we played the backing

tracks together, in a big studio, with a lot of piano and real

drums. 'Free As A Bird' is
much more of a 'machine
age based album - basic

the dance floor and music just
for the fun of it - but essentially

A's all just 'rock' which is still

the key word when talking
about Supertramp.

The album was mixed by
Lord Alge, who has
worked with Peter Gabriel

Tom

and OMD. But the -12" remix
of the LP's first single, I'm
Beggin' You, will be done by

selves. Asked how the band
have changed since Brother
Where You Bound, their last

drum tracks and then built up
from there
Free As A Bird has some-

LP (not counting compile-

thing

for everybody,

ken & Waterman. The LP is

lions), lead singer/composer
Rick Davies comments: "It's
basically the same band; the
tour guys. If you mean how it

without being fragmented in
any sense: there is day time
pop, night time blues, night

due to be released on Oc-

MUSIC & MEDIA - October 10, 1987

on'

it

the can't -go -wrong Stock, Ait-

tober 12 and a European tour
is planned for spring 1988.

life jazz, swinging grooves for
25

